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BEDS VMCC NEWS
STILL KEEPING YOU INFORMED

The night the bikes shone

Simon Smith takes the “Spirit of the VMCC 75th Anniversary Award
SHINY BIKE NIGHT (CAR PARK CONCOURS) – 12TH AUGUST
The expressions on the faces in the pictures say it all – how wonderful it was to gather with our bikes at Shefford for the first time since early last year.
The turnout was brilliant, especially considering there had been some heavy showers earlier in the afternoon. I’m no David Bailey but I had a wander
around with my camera and you will find the results inside, together with some more pictures and a report from Will.
As usual we were delighted to see the local Vintage Japanese Motorcycle Club in attendance – and one of them was justly rewarded with best PostWar Machine for his 1970s Kawasaki Z900. There were two of these impressive machines there, so I’m not entirely sure the one in the picture inside
is the one that won the award.
The newsletter will appear monthly – please keep sending contributions. Thanks this month to Don, Eddie, Richard Martin & Will.
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Beds Section News
SEPTEMBER CLUB NIGHT – 9TH SEPT
As mentioned in the last issue, this will be a “Noggin & Natter”,
hopefully largely outside in the car park. I’m sure we’ve all still got
plenty to talk about. Shefford Memorial Hall, 8.00pm for 8.30pm.

THE NEXT MIDWEEK RUN – THURSDAY, 16TH SEPT

Unfortunately, this location is not as central as Shuttleworth so may not
suit all members. We will aim to vary the location. Suggestions
welcomed. It is clear that Shuttleworth is lost to us permanently.

OCTOBER CLUB NIGHT – THURSDAY, 14TH OCT
In light of the ongoing uncertainty of the Covid-19 situation, the
Committee feel it would be wise to have another “Noggin & Natter”
rather than be couped up within the hall. Shefford Memorial Hall,
8.00pm for 8.30pm.

Midweek runs have now reverted to the traditional one-a-month, on the
Thursday following club night. Attendance has grown so it is not really
practical to rely on the follow-my-leader approach, and a route-sheet
will be provided. Meet at Shefford Memorial Hall, 10.15am for 10.30am
departure – approx. 45-50miles, possibly finishing with lunch at the
London Gliding Club (Dunstable).

NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER CLUB NIGHTS

AUTUMN GOLD RUN – SATURDAY 25TH SEPT

These are the ones I’ve heard about, there may be others:
• Classic Stony, Stony Stratford, Sunday 29th August
• Rushden Classic Motorcycle Rally, Monday 30th August,
Rushden Station, Free entry. Run from Rushden Station into the
countryside at 10.00am
• Knebworth Classic Show, Sun/Mon 29/30th August, Knebworth
House. https://classicmotorevents.com/more-info-knebworthpark/
• Vintage working weekend, Shuttleworth, 4/5th Sept, including
steam engines, tractors, car, bikes, etc., and a flying display on
Sun. https://www.shuttleworth.org/product/vintageweekend/
• Redbourn Classics Motor Show, Redbourn Common, Saturday
4th September 2021 Noon-5pm
• Buntingford Classic Car & Motorcycle Show, High Street,
Buntingford, Saturday 4th September, Tel: 07963 609143
• Milton Keynes Museum Transport Weekend, McConnell Dr,
Wolverton, Milton Keynes MK12 5EL, 11th -12th September.
Entry FOC. See Website, email: events@mkmuseum.org.uk or
telephone Joy on 07506166912
• Classic Car & Bike Meet, Saturday 18th September, Pure
Triumph, Woburn, 10am-2pm
[If you know of anything else of interest, please let the Newsletter know]

Please note that this is on a Saturday and not the traditional Sunday and
has been kindly organised by Norm Lorton. Start location is the large,
south-bound lay-by on the B530 Stewartby-Bedford road, one mile
north of Ampthill, arrive around 10:15 a.m. to receive route sheets for a
10:30 start or set off as soon as you are ready.
The total route is 50 miles through north Bedfordshire with an extended
farm shop café break exactly half-way around (toilets & breakfasts),
with outdoor and indoor seating. The finish will be at The Barns in
Cardington, where we should arrive just after 1:30 p.m. that again has
similar facilities and a lunch menu that operates until 2:30 p.m.

BREAKFAST MEET – SUN 26TH SEPT, from 10am
Recommended independently by Gerry Gibbons and Neil Cairns, the
London Gliding Club has a café open to the public daily, 10am-2pm.
The cafe is on the first floor of a rather wonderful 1930s Art Deco
building, overlooking the airfield and Dunstable Downs. It’s on the
B489 Tring Road, heading away from Dunstable – immediately
opposite Well Head Road to Totterhoe (not the one at the miniroundabout – it’s about ¾ mile from there, towards Tring). Lots of
parking, indoor and outdoor seating.

It is hoped that we can hold the traditional AGM & slide show in
November, and the Xmas “do” and Auction in December.

Upcoming local events

Midweek Run Report
DON MCKEAND

Largest single-span Art Deco building in the world – café on 1st floor

We started with nine riders, including four first time attendees. The vote
to ride as a group was unanimous, but route sheets were distributed as a
precaution as, early on in the route, we passed through Hitchin which
was likely to break up the group. Surprisingly, the group managed to
stay together. An option to avoid the gravel strewn single-track road to
Shaw’s Corner was declined, and the group increased to eleven when
Brian Coote and Mick Curry joined us, having received the route sheet
by e-mail as they were unable to make it to the start before 10.30. All
eleven stopped for a breather at Nup End.
Alas, it was too good to last. Between Knebworth and the A602, the
road was closed. There was no prior announcement of this when I rode
the route about five days before, and there was no alternative but to turn
back into Knebworth. From there it was a case of making it up as we
went along. At this point the group was broken up by traffic but, heading
into the outskirts of Stevenage, I found a road which looked likely to
take us towards the A602 and back onto the planned route. But by this
time the number following me had reduced to six and there was no sign
of the others, so we pressed on and manged to get back on track after a
four-mile detour. Skirting Stevenage, via Walkern, we avoided taking
the direct road to Weston, as a road closure had been announced on that
road, but a scenic detour via Clothall got us to the lunch stop; the
Highwayman at Graveley. There we found three of the missing group,
who had taken the shorter route through Stevenage and were later joined
by one more who had used his initiative, or local knowledge, and found
his way round the original route. Sadly, Ivor, loyally tail-ending, had
got detached from the other group when baulked by traffic at a
roundabout and never got to the lunch stop.

View from the parking area at the Gliding Club (also paved areas)

However, the weather was kind, the scenery lovely and nobody fell off.
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The page 3 girl

Simon's Royal Enfield during a break on one of the midweek runs.

Maybe taking “a relaxed riding position” a little too far…

It was nice to see…
WILL CURRY REFLECTS ON “SHINY BIKE NIGHT”
The Car Park Concours was memorable for all the right and some of the
wrong reasons. As the first clubnight after the covid hiatus it was always
going to be memorable. The good turnout also contributed to its
memorable status as did the opportunity to meet and talk with people
unseen since the start of lockdown. Even the car park was reasonably
free of non-VMCC cars.
So, what went wrong? The wrong reasons were all of my own doing.
My intention had been to come along on the Little Ariel. Unlike the
bikes I've been using for the midweek runs it has lights and it also
doesn't go. The magneto failed pre-Covid and I'd decided to fit an
electronic ignition. This had not gone well through no fault of the
manufacturer who has been most supportive throughout the long-drawnout saga. Decision time was 5pm on clubnight Thursday: either it ran
properly, or it was staying behind. We managed about half a mile before
everything stopped. The old timing sprocket had slipped on the new
taper of the ignition unit. I should have lapped them together. I had
deliberately set out up the road toward Luton, 'up' being the important
feature. Coasting downhill left me with a 200-yard push on level
ground. Only 10 yards from home, a car pulled up and asked if I was
OK. Quite what he could have done I don't know but the thought was
there - thank you. So, no Little Ariel, I'd have to make do with the
modern Yamaha, hardly in the spirit.

While Simon's Royal Enfield certainly does deserve the 'Spirit of the
VMCC' award and Simon deserves some sort of award for riding home
on acetylene lights there was another bike there that in my mind also
embodies that spirit. Leaning on the side of the Memorial Hall and in
the light of the setting sun it made a great picture. Pity about the camera.
This sidevalve BSA has been a regular if not frequent visitor. It's a bike
I'm always pleased to see. Too young to have seen war service it may
still have seen military service but otherwise it would have been family
transport, perhaps with a sidecar, until too worn to be worth repairing.
There aren't that many survivors. I'm sure that even in the section, let
alone the whole VMCC, there will be more Gold Stars than M20s by
quite a margin.
Fortunately, I haven't always forgotten the camera so there are some
pictures to lighten my words.

The bike in question, leaning on the fence behind the Little Ariel but
still attracting some attention…

Then the shopping went wrong. What should have taken three-quarters
of an hour took an hour-and-a-half, so I didn't set off until nearly eight
o'clock. The plan had been to arrive early and take photos as the bikes
arrived. Once the car park gets crowded, it's difficult to get clear shots
of any particular bike. My modern Yamaha went well, and I met only
one road closure and diversion.
Once I got to clubnight, I was able to park at the far end of the car park
by the litter bin which seemed somehow appropriate. Parking the
modern Yamaha isn't quite as simple as taking the key out. It includes
arming the alarm system without setting it off. Mandated by the
insurance company after the theft of the previous Yamaha, this system
has all the user-friendliness of Arkwright's till from the Ronnie Barker
comedy 'Open All Hours'.
The final wrong reason was the discovery that, while I had the spare
batteries for it, I didn't have the camera itself. When I got home it was
waiting on the boots shelf. I'd got it out but, in the rush, hadn't put into
my jacket - just the spare batteries. Having said that, photography was
difficult with a full car park but there was one picture I'd wanted to take.
I'll come to what it was further on.

…and on another occasion leaning against the Memorial Hall in the
evening sunshine.

More from Shiny Bike Night
BRYAN MARSH
Will might have forgotten his camera but, luckily, I didn’t forget mine
and, lo and behold, I managed to get a shot of that BSA M20.
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It’s that BSA side-valve again…
Chris Sawyer’s Triumph-engined Greeves, as featured on the August
VMCC Calendar…

Yamaha RD250 (I think) and Honda-engined Greeves…

Kawasaki Z900 – winner of Best Post-War Machine…

Something a little different…
One of Gordon Hallett’s Italian collection…

Fore and aft Dougie…

Matt’s Velo…
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Gerry’s veteran Free-Engine Triumph…

A gathering of 1970s Yamaha two-strokes from the local VJMCC…
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Simon’s 1920s vee-twin Royal Enfield (winner of The Spirit of the VMCC
75th Anniversary Award) hiding behind Don’s recently repaired Airflow.

Ariel KG (?) outfit, Scott and a Matchless coat-hanger.

16H or Big Four? Not sure… (that rhymes!)

Much noggining and nattering…

Works Norton racer – winner of Best Pre-War Machine…

A better view of that Ariel outfit.
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Indian (I assume) Bullet in long-distance trials trim
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Another shiny bike – Vincent something or other (sorry, I should “know
thy beast)

Honda VT 500 – once a favourite of London despatch riders…
Brent’s Honda CL200…

Sunbeam S8 – the one with the smaller tyres…

My own 250cc Villiers 2T-engined Panther 35 coat rack…

Shiny bike – Honda CB750, in appropriately by the bins…

Steve Lindsell’s Royal Enfield Vee-Twin…
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from the alternator. These are the green/yellow and green/black wires. I
also replaced the standard rectifier with a combined regulator and
rectifier unit. The 6v light bulbs, ignition coils and battery were changed
for 12v ones. I left the 6v horn in place and use it sparingly. This
conversion cost about £100.
2. Brake radius grinding.
The standard Arrow front 6-inch diameter SLS brake is next to useless.
Villiers services will supply extra thickness relined brake shoes. I fitted
these to the brake plate and turned the shoes to a diameter slightly
smaller than the internal diameter of the brake drum so that the brake
shoes have near full contact with the drum. This vastly reduces the
“bedding in” time of new brake shoes.

Best pre-war…

3. Front brake SLS to TLS conversion
A fellow Arrow owner, Ivor, devised a way of converting the front brake
plate to Twin Leading Shoe by drilling out what was the pivot bolt hole
to accommodate a second brake cam. The cams both had a slot cut
across the middle of the cam to allow each cam to act as a pivot for one
shoe and a cam for the other shoe. The shoes didn’t need modification.
No welding of the brake plate was required but a new “A” plate was
fabricated from 4mm thick steel.
4. Front brake and clutch Teflon cable upgrade
A friend replaced his Arrow front brake cable with a hydraulic system
and said that this greatly improved the effectiveness of his standard SLS
front brake. This led me to thinking that the standard ¼” (now 6mm)
Bowden cable must suffer from friction and lost motion. To reduce these
traits, I made up a front brake cable and clutch cable with Teflon lined
7mm diameter outers. These are smooth in operation and require less
force at the handlebar levers for good effect.
5. Iridium spark plugs
These plugs have never fouled on me and I have done several thousand
miles on them. Well worth the extra few pounds they cost.

Best post-war (behind Nigel, I did say I was no David Bailey)

6. Synthetic two stroke oil.
I switched to synthetic two stroke oil after I had done 1000 miles on
mineral-based two-stroke oil. I use Putoline TT Sport synthetic lowsmoke, two-stroke oil and there is normally little discernible smoke
from the exhaust pipes with a petrol-to-oil mix of 35:1.
7. Halogen headlight bulb
I tried a couple of head halogen head lamp bulbs because the first one
had such a bad light pattern that it was worse than the original standard
bulb. The second one, that I now use, has an excellent main beam with
a rather poorer dip beam.
8. Indicators
As I attend VMCC and Ariel club meetings in the evenings, I felt
vulnerable when turning in the dark so indicators made sense. I bought
four indicators from the internet that I thought suitable in styling for the
bike. A handlebar indicator switch of the same style as the existing
horn/dip switch, some wire, some bullet connectors and a flasher unit
was all that was needed. The parts cost was about £70.

Spirit of the VMCC 75th Anniversary

Arrow upgrade
EDDIE LLOYD
Introduction
Over the past four years I have made a number of improvements to my
Ariel Arrow which have made it safer and more reliable. Some of these
modifications could be made to many of the bikes of this era because
some of the components are similar.
1. 6 to 12 Volt conversion
The Arrow had Lucas RM15 or RM18 alternators fitted, and the
conversion is very simple. You connect two of the three output phases

9. Steel to aluminium wheel hubs and rims
I was fairly appalled at how heavy a steel hub and rim wheel were, so I
decided to make up new wheels with alloy hubs and rims. The cost of
an alloy rim and wheel set of butted stainless-steel spokes was £230 per
wheel, so a saving of 4.4 lb in weight per wheel was quite expensive.
10. Amal to Mikuni carb conversion
There is a company called Motocarb which will supply the mounting
adapter and Mikuni carburettor with their best estimate of jets fitted.
The advantages of the Mikuni are better starting, improved fuel
economy and much reduced slide & body wear. With the Amal, when
the engine was warm or hot, the engine could easily be flooded and be
very difficult to start. This flooding does not occur with the Mikuni carb.
11. Kawasaki conrods and Suzuki pistons
One of the limitations to the Arrow’s engine to rev above 8000 rpm was
that it has crowded roller big end bearings. Fitting Kawasaki KMX 125
conrods provide caged roller big ends and allows the engine to be revved
higher. The Kawasaki conrod small ends are needle rollers and are the
correct dimensions for the Suzuki GT250 pistons. A problem with the
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original Arrow bronze small end bearings was that they could easily run
hot and seize.
12. Grip Puppies
To reduce the slight buzz of vibration through the handlebars at some
engine RPMs Grip Puppies can be fitted. These are a sort of rubber foam
sleeve that slide over many existing handlebar grips and cost about £13.
13. Tachometer
I bought a digital tachometer from the internet which cost about £5 and
did not work reliably. I searched for a better one and paid about £22 and
this has proved very accurate. Both tachos are powered by an internal
button cell and the rpm sensing wire is wound three turns around one of
the coil HT leads. Being quite small, 3”x2”x1”, the tacho was easily
mounted on a small bracket off the handlebar clamps.

Visiting the Classic Motor Hub
BRYAN MARSH

Not all the bikes are “top-end”.

1957 Guzzi Zigolo 98cc, two-stroke - £3000

If travelling near the A40 down Gloucestershire way, it’s worth
dropping by The Classic Motor Hub on the site of the former RAF
Bibury. Luckily, they have a good coffee shop and a “please browse”
philosophy, so you don’t have to feel guilty about not having the ways
or means of selecting a purchase from their impressive selection of highend vehicles that would shame many a transport museum. I first came
across them when I bought my Hughie Hancox-restored 1947 Triumph
T100 but was in the area a couple of weeks ago so dropped by for a Flat
White, a pannini and a nose around. This time I managed to keep my
wallet closed, once lunch had been paid for.

A highly-revered Ducati 750SS – a snip at £135,000

An awful lot of the cars and bikes for sale either display the ubiquitous
“POA” sign (price on application) or no price at all, presumably
complying with the old adage “if you have to ask, you can’t afford it”.

The Aston could be yours for £325,000 – more oh, oh heck, than 007
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1982 Segale Honda CB1100 - £19,950 (no, I’d not heard of them either)
MV Agusta 350cc 3-cylinder – POA

Our famous mechanic
STEVE PARRISH, SUBMITTED BY RICHARD MARTIN
[Taken, without permission, from the latest Classic Racer – and without
Martin’s knowledge]
“…would help out with one of his TZ750s for another breakout event,
another Brands Hatch meeting, but this one televised. Our race was
brought forward following a tragic accident involving Pat Mahoney and
it’s my first race on this thing and all the big names are there at the
meeting, including Barry and Mick Grant and bloody hell if I don’t go
and win my race, beating the likes of Percy Tait. Another piece of the
jigsaw that year came in the form of Martin Brookman – a giant of a
man who would be my brilliant mechanic.”
1924 Roller – American-built Silver Ghost - £295,000

“…Of course, the highlight that year for me was the British Grand Prix,
where I was leading it, running the No.1 plate too. I felt that I could give
Barry a run for his money around Silverstone, but it was not to be. He
had bike issues all weekend, while mine was running sweetly thanks
to Martin. Barry broke down on lap nine of the 22 lapper while I ended
up leading it. Of course, you know the rest: with me ahead of Peter
Williams by three seconds and – as I started the last lap – instead of
Martin my faithful mechanic, Barry was out with the board with the
words ‘GAS IT WANKER’ on it. I couldn’t help but smile, but then
disaster struck, or rather spots of rain did.”
“Down I went and – sadly for Peter – he went down too. Me at Copse
and him at Becketts: Hennen would win the race and the crowd had to
be a bit disappointed that a Brit hadn’t won! ‘For God’s sake Stavros,’
said Barry afterwards. How could you let that American prat win?’ “

Go green, buy a classic
LETTER IN LAST WEEK’S MOTOR CYCLE NEWS
[at the risk of upsetting some of our Velo Fellows…]
I follow with interest the various discussions on the way forward as
regards environmentally friendly vehicles and would like to put forward
another option. Buy an old Velocette! It will be so difficult to start or
make run properly that it will rarely be ridden. I have had my current
one for about five years and it has rarely been out on the road. Carbon
emissions are therefore virtually nil. I can recommend following my
lead; in fact, I invite you to compete in offering me vast amounts of
money for my Velo so that you can do your bit for fighting climate
change.
Yes, it is a genuine Jaguar D-type – POA, naturally

Gus Smith, Betchworth [near Dorking, in case you were wondering]
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For sale
SUBMITTED BY WILL CURRY ON BEHALF OF THE
OWNER
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Really, to see the country from a motorcycle it should be remembered
that speed is a good servant but a bad master. To rush through the air
and feel mile after mile of the road being swallowed up at the bidding
of a finger on a tiny lever is a glorious sensation, but if it is indulged in
at every opportunity it will end in motorcycling being found grand sport
but bad touring, as has often been the case with those unable to resist
the seduction of speed. But if moderation is practised, if the throttle is
opened when the country is dull, but all but closed when the scenery is
worth attention, not only will the motorcycle perform all requirements
as a sightseeing vehicle, but its special qualities, the facility of choosing
swift pace or slow as the occasion bids, will be enjoyed to the utmost.
[From: How and Where to Tour by Motorcycle and Cyclecar, 1910s]

SEEN IN THE PAPERS

This Bantam was restored several years ago by a friend of mine. all the
tinware was stripped and finished with coach paint. New stainless
spokes and rims were fitted to the hubs and it also had new tyres and
tubes plus a new battery. The engine and gearbox unit was stripped and
rebuilt. Once completed, the bike became part of a deal involving a
Tandon. Unfortunately, for health reasons, the new owner is giving up
riding and the Bantam is therefore for sale. It's a B175 from March 1972.
If you are interested please contact me in the first instance wcurry37@hotmail.co.uk - and I'll attempt to answer your questions."

Motorcycle touring advice

It is sometimes averred that motorcycle control so monopolizes the
attention as to preclude the country traversed from being properly seen
and enjoyed; it is also asserted that the motorcycle goes too fast for
adequate sightseeing. Further, there is a common impression that a
motorcyclist’s tour is a mere rush from town to town, diversified only
by an exciting dash at some notable climbs, speed bursts, competitions,
and purely mechanical matters, to the exclusion of all concern in the
ordinary objects of touring interest, and this as a result of an inherent
unsuitability of his mount for leisurely exploration. This notion has kept
outside motorcycling ranks many for whom speed and excitement
possess no attractions, but who were first drawn to the idea of
freewheeling up hill and down dale, independent of head winds and
milestones, among the entrancing spots that abound in every direction.
It is true that motorcycling possesses qualities that commend it strongly
to the strenuous and virile young fellow as a fine, active pastime, and
that the earlier types of machine were ill suited to any but this class. But
the introduction of such features as the clutch, and the variable gear, and
the effecting of innumerable detail improvements, have thrown open the
pastime to a far wider and less keenly machine-loving public, and this
public is not proving slow to avail itself of the opportunity. Nowadays
motorcycle touring is what the inclinations of the rider prompt him to
make it.

POLICE MATTERS IN BEDFORDSHIRE Major Stevens, Chief
Constable of Bedfordshire, states in his quarterly report to the Beds.
Standing Joint Committee. that… the police horses at Luton and
Leighton are quite worn out and unfit for further work, and Major
Stevens has suggested to the committee that the Superintendents at
Luton and Leighton each be given a motor bicycle with side-car. These
cycles can be housed in the existing stables. A bicycle and side-car can
be purchased from the British Small Arms Company for £85. The
Superintendents in Buckinghamshire use these machines, and find them
of much more use than a horse and cart. The horses, carts and harness
at Luton and Leighton will be sold.
[North Bucks Times and County Observer - Tuesday 18 July 1916]
The Auto-Cycle Union, through its secretary, Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
recently offered H.R.H. Prince Albert, as patron of the union, a silver
A.C.U. badge for attachment to his motor-cycle. Replying to the union,
the Prince's equerry said that His Royal Highness was very pleased to
accept the A.C.U. badge, which would be affixed to his machine. He
expressed the Prince's keen regret that it was very unlikely that His
Royal Highness would be able to attend the T.T. races, as the Prince had
already accepted engagements covering the dates on which they were
held.
[The Tatler - Wednesday 23 June 1920]

Aviation humour at the London Gliding Club
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